Scott Staffel, DDS Awarded as a Top Rated Doctor in Bedford Texas
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The Top Rated Doctor Has Been Selected to be Honored During a Dr. OZ Health Tip Promotional Segment
Online PR News – 25-August-2016 – Scott Staffel, DDS has been selected as one of the Top Rated Dentists
in Bedford to be featured on a Dr. OZ health tip television promotional segment. The promotional segments
introduce the best local Doctors and Dentists in the community to promote healthcare and make the selection
process easier for viewers at home.

Doctors and Dentists like Scott Staffel, DDS were selected by an independent research team who determined
them to be the region’s highest rated healthcare specialist through patient reviews on websites such as: Web
MD, Yelp, Rate MD, Health Grades, Angie’s List, Droogle and other leading independent healthcare rating
companies.

At Staffel Dentistry their focus is building lifelong relationships with their patients and providing quality dental
care that they can trust. Together we create healthy beautiful smiles. Everyone deserves a healthy smile, we
just happen to design them.

Dr. Staffel is a Texas native, born and raised in San Antonio, Texas. and received his dental degree Baylor
College of dentistry in 1995, and has been igniting smiles ever since, all the while maintaining a
comprehensive and preventative dental practice with an emphasis on aesthetics in Bedford, Texas. He is
certified for Laser Dentistry, Sedation Dentistry, and Invisalign Braces. In addition to his degree, Dr. Staffel
has extensive hours of continuing education and has studied under many of the foremost leaders in the field,
including his own father. Dr. Staffel spends his days creating smiles, and his nights with his wife Morna (a
children’s dentist, herself!), and their three children: Mixson, Sarah, and Ben. He is an exceptionally
well-trained cosmetic dentist who makes creating smiles look easy, by making dreams come true and
beautiful smiles a reality.

Patients hold Scott Staffel, DDS in the highest regard. "There should be more stars on this rating. Dr. Scott
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Staffel and his entire staff are amazing. Friendly and courteous, they provide excellent services. I am one of
those severely affected with "fear of dentists," but with Dr. Staffel and his staff I have no problems going to
see him. The sedation is amazing and I have never had any fears sitting in that chair. Dr. Staffel does
excellent work. I highly recommend Dr. Staffel." - Patient

In addition to an overwhelming amount of favorable feedback and reviews from his patients, Scott Staffel,
DDS has been awarded over the years with several top achievement awards such as: the Level II Sedation
Permit with advanced Cardiac life support, Preferred Provider for invisalign.
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